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ABSTRACT 
In this paper we consider a partitioned linear model (Y, X 1/31 + X 2/32, ¢r2II) 
where ~ is positive definite but X = (X I :X  2) can be rank-deficient. We also 
consider some associated reduced models involving only/32 (and not /31) and study 
how far the inferences on the estimable linear functions of /32 in the full model 
coincide with those in the reduced models. The results of Aigner and Balestra (1988) 
and Nurhonen and Puntanen (1992) follow as special cases. We also point out a flaw 
in the paper by Nurhonen and Puntanen (1992) and correct it suitably. Finally we 
apply the results proved to obtain explicitly the statistic for Tukey's test of nonadditiv- 
ity in two-way classified data with a block intraclass correlation structure. © 1997 
Elsevier Science Inc. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
We consider the partitioned linear model 
Y=X,~I+X2~2+E , E(e)  =0,  D(E)  =or2~,  
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where X = (X l :X  2) is a known (possibly rank-deficient) matrix, /3 '= 
(/3~ :/3~) is a vector of (nonstochastic) unknown parameters (without any 
restrictions), ~ is a known positive definite matrix, and tr 2 (> 0) is an 
unknown scalar. [E(.) and D(.) stand for expectation and dispersion matrix 
respectively.] 
We denote the model described above by the triple 
(Y, Xl /31  -1- X2 /32 ,  °r 2~'~) • (1.1) 
Often 131 is a nuisance parameter and the interest actually lies in the 
estimable linear functions of/32- In order to eliminate the effect of/31 , one 
has to consider suitable projection(s) onto the orthogonal complement of 
~(XI), the column space of X 1. Let us denote 
M = I - Px,, (1.2) 
where Px~ is the orthogonal projector projecting vectors into ~(X1). 
Nurhonen and Puntanen (1992) consider the model 
(MY, MX 2/32, tr2MI~M), (1.3) 
which is the model one obtains by projecting both the estimation and error 
spaces into [~(X1)] ± , the orthogonal complement of ~'(X 1). (They take or 2 
to be known and equal to 1.) 
Aigner and Balestra (1988) and Nurhonen and Puntanen (1992) also 
consider the model 
( MY, MX 2 f12, l-l). (1.4) 
But (1.4) is not a valid model, since D(MY)  can never be positive definite, 
since M is singular. 
However, it is meaningful to consider the model 
(Y, MX2 f12, °'eft), (1.5) 
where we consider the projection of only the estimation space into [~'(X1)] ± . 
The justifications for considering such a model are as follows. If f~ = I, then 
BLUEs and their dispersions concerning estimable linear functions of/32 in 
(1.1) remain the same as those in (1.5). Even if ~ q= I, in (1.5), one tries to 
explain the response variable Y after completely removing the effect of the 
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first few predictors. A comparison between the fits of the models (1.1) and 
(1.5) may confirm or reject the suspicion that, subject o experimental error, 
the response lies in a certain subspace [namely ~(( I  - Px)X)]. 
In Section 2, we first show that all linear inferences concerning estimable 
linear functions of flz in the model (1.1) coincide with the corresponding 
inferences in the reduced model (1.3). We further show that if the BLUEs of 
X 1/31 under the models (Y, X 1 ill, cr2I) and (Y, X 1/31, o'Zff)--where we 
consider only the first few regressors--coincide, then the BLUEs of all 
estimable functions of /32 and their dispersions under (1.1) and (1.5) coin- 
cide. In this situation, we also obtain an expression for the conventional 
quadratic unbiased estimator of o'Z under the model (1.5). I~mma (a) and 
the corrected version of Lemma (b) of Nurhonen and Puntanen follow as 
special cases. 
In Section 3, we use the results of Section 2 to obtain explicitly the 
statistic for Tukey's test of nonadditivity in a two-way classified ata with a 
block intraclass correction structure. 
In general we follow the same notation as in Rao and Bhimasankaram 
(1992). For a matrix A, the symbols A', ~(A) ,  p(A), and A-  denote 
respectively the transpose, column space, rank and generalizedinverse of A 
(i.e., AA-A = A). For an estimable parametric vector 0, O, denote its 
BLUE. 
2. MAIN RESULTS 
We start with a simple algebraic lemma, the proof of which is trivial. 
LEMMA 2.1. Let X1, X2, and fl be as in (1.1), and M be as in (1.2). 
Wr~te 
E = a -1  - a-%(xla-%) xia (2.1) 
Then 
(a) EX 1 = 0 and p(E) = p(M), 
(b) M~,M = EM = ME = E, 
(c) E is a generalized inverse of Ml )M,  
(d) II and MII M are generalized inverses of E. 
REMARK 1. MI)M is in fact Moore-Penrose inverse of E. 
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Let LMY be the BLUE of MX~ ~ under the model (1.3). Then, as is 
well known, L does not have a unique representation. However, LMY, being 
a BLUE, is unique for all these representations. We shall now show that all 
linear inferences concerning estimable linear functions of /32 under the 
models (1.1) and (1.3) coincide~ 
We need the following lemma on linear zero functions. 
LEMMA 2.2. Consider the linear model (U, WE, ~r2V) with n observa- 
tionse where both W and V can be rank-deficient. 
(a) A linear unbiased estimator of an estimable linear parametric func- 
tion p'~ is its BLUE if and only if it is uncorrelated with (I - Pw )U. 
(b) The conventional quadratic unbiased estimator of or ~ is given by 
~(o '~ i - ew ~[ o (¢  i - ew >u)]  ¢ i - e~ >u) 
p(w : v )  - p (w)  
Lemma 2.2 is a folklore and is easy to prove. For part (a) see Rao (1968). 
THEOREM 2.3. Consider the models (1.1) and (1.3). Then we have the 
following: 
(a) The BLUEs of MX z ~2 under the models (1.1) and (1.3) coincide. 
(b) The dispersion matrices of the BLUEs of MX 218 e under the models 
(1.1) and (1.3) coincide. 
(c) The conventional unbiased estimators of ~2 under the models (1.1) 
and (1.3) coincide. 
(d) Let ~'(A') c ~( X~ M ). Then the likelihood-ratio statistics for testing 
A~2 = ~ against A~2 q: ~ and their null distributions under the models (1.1) 
and (1.3) coincide. 
Proof. To prove (a), let LMY be the BLUE of MX 2 182 under (1.3). 
Hence, 
E(LMr)  = MX2/3~ (2.9.) 
and 
o = coy( LuY, ( I - PMx~)MY ) = LMaM(  I - eMx~),~ . 
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Thus, 
LMaM(  I - PMX2) = 0 
or, 
LMa(  I - ex )  = 0 (2.3) 
since 
t - ex )  : (~ - ex, - PMx J  = ( i - Px ) (X  - P .x~)  
= M( I  - eMx~), as ex, eMx~ = o. (2 .4 )  
By virtue of (2.2), LMY is an unbiased estimator of MX 2/32 under (1.1), and 
by virtue of (2.3), cov(LMY,(I - Px)Y) = 0, and hence by I_emma 2.2(a) 
LMY is the BLUE of MX 2/32 under (1.1). 
To prove (b), notice that the BLUE of MX 2/32 under (1.1) is given by 
MX2( X~ ~ X~ ) - X~ ~Y, (2.5) 
where ~ is as in (2.1). From (a) it follows that (2.5) is also the BLUE of 
MXz/32 under the model (1.3). Now the result follows from Lemma 2.1(b). 
(c) follows easily from I_emma 2.2(b) and (2.4) and the fact that p(MX 2) 
= p(X)  - p(X 1) and p(Mf lM:  MX 2) = p(M~M)  = p(M) = n - p(X~). 
(d) is a trivial consequence of (a), (b), and (c). • 
REMARK 2. Werner and Yapar (1995) also prove Theorem 2.3(a) where 
fl can be singular, but under the condition ~(X  1) f3 cg(X 2) = {0} and 
~'(X) ___ ~(f l ) .  They also prove some other related interesting results under 
linear equality and inequality constraints on /3 [see their Theorem 3.1(0]. 
We now prove 
THEOREM 2.4. Let the BLUEs of X 1/31 under the models (Y, X 1/31, 
trefl) and (Y, X 1/31, or2I) coincide. (For several equivalent necessary and 
sufficient conditions for this equality see Puntanen and Styan (1989).) Then 
we have the following: 
(a) The BLUEs of MX 2/32 under the models (1.1) and (1.5) coincide. 
(b) The dispersion matrices of the BLUEs of MX z/3z under the models 
(1.1) and (1.5) coincide. 
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(c) Let a = [n - p(X)]/[n - p(X)  + p(X1)]. The conventional unbi- 
ased estimator ~2 of tr 2 under the model (1.5) is the convex combination 
a& 2 + (1 -  a)T  2, 
where ~2 is the conventional unbiased estimator of or 2 under (1.1) and T 2 
is the mean regression sum of squares, Y'~~-IXlf l l /p(X1),  under (Y, 
X1/31, tr2O). Here X 1 fll is the BLUE of X 1/31 under (Y, X l/31, tr2fl). 
Proof. The BLUE of MX 2/32 under the model (1.1) is given by (2.5). It 
can be verified easily that (2.5) is unbiased for MX 2/32 under the model (1.5) 
as  
E( MX2( X r.X2)- ) 
= MX2(X~-,X2) X~,MX2/32 by Theorem 2.3(a) 
= MX2(X~MEMX2) X~MEMX2/32 byLemma2.1(b)  
= MX2/32, since p(X~MY~MX2) = p(MX2).  
We shall now show that (2.5) is uncorrelated with every linear zero function 
under the model (1.5). Since the BLUEs of X 1131 under the models 
(Y, X 1/31, tr2I~) and (Y, X 1/31, tr2I) coincide, we have 
Pxy = xl(x "-lxl)-x a - l r  
and hence 
Px, = x ia  = xl by symmetry. 
(2.6) 
Now l 'Y is a linear zero function under the model (1.5) if and only if 
X~ M1 = 0. So consider such an 1. Then 
cov(MX2( X~Y, X2) - X~ YY, I'Y ) 
= MX2(X~EX2) - X~Efl l~2 
= MXz( X~EXe)-X~[ I - f l - 'X l (X~f l - 'X1) -X~]hr  2 
= MX2(X~EX2) - X~Mlo "2 = O. 
This completes the proof of (a). 
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(b) follows trivially from (a), since the dispersion matrices of Y are the 
same under the models (1.1) and (1.5). 
(c): The residual sum of squares R~ under the model (1.5) is 
Y'F~-tY - Y ' f l - tMX2(  X~EX2)-  X~XY 
= y ' f l - l y  _ y'~,X2( X~,X2) -  X'2~LY 
in view of (2.6). The reduced normal equations for/32 under the model (1.1) 
are given by 
( x~:~.x2)/3~ = x~'~Y. 
Hence, the residual sum of squares R~ under the model (1.1) is given by 
y ,~- ly  _ y , f~- lX l (X i f~- ,X l  ) X~f~-ly _ y,~,Xz( X~LX2)-  X~Y.  
So 
R~ = R~ + Y ' f~- lX l (X~f l - 'X l )  X~f l - IY  
= I~ + Y'fl-~X~ ~,  
where X 1/31 is the BLUE under (Y, X 1 131, o'2~) or equivalently under 
(Y, X1/31, °'2I)- Then 
or 2 ~-~. 
n - p (MXO . - -  p(X) -1"- P(Xl)  
+ 
n - p (X)  + p(X1) n - p (X)  + p(X,) 
n - p (X)  P(X1) Y'f~-lX1 [31 ~-z + 
n - p(X)  + P(X1) n - -  p (X)  .4- P(Xl)  P(Xl)  
This completes the proof of (c). • 
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REMARK 3. In the model (1.1) X 2/32 is estimable if and only if ~(X  1) 
A ~'(X 2) = {0}. If this condition holds, one can replace MX 2 by X 2 in 
Theorems 2.3 and 2.4. Further, if X has full column rank, we get Lemma (a) 
of Nurhonen and Puntanen (1992) as a simple corollary of Theorem 2.3(a). 
The corrected version of Lemma (b) is a special case (X 2 is of full column 
rank) of Theorem 2.4(a). 
REMARK 4. Similar results hold good even when 1) is singular. These 
involves more technical details owing to nonuniqueness of representation of
BLUEs etc. These will be reported elsewhere. 
REMARK 5. Werner and Yapar (1995) also consider the model (1.4), 
which would be consistent only when I~ = MI~M. [To see this, premultiply 
(1.4) by the matrix X1.] Thus whenever (1.4) is a valid model it coincides with 
(1.3). Under this consideration I~fC(X 1) = {0} ___ ~(X  1) trivially. 
3. APPLICATION 
In this section, we give an application of the results of Section 2 to explicit 
evaluation of Tukey's test statistic for nonadditivity in two-way classified ata 
with one observation per cell with a block intraclass correlation structure. 
[For a discussion of Tukey's test see Kshirsagar (1983).] 
Consider the model 
where 
(Y, X/3 + F(/3)~, ~2I~), (3.1) 
X= (lpq×l: Ip ® l q : lp  ® Iq), 
! t 
/3 '  = ( j l ,~: Otp× 1 : ' rq×l )  , 
f t  = d iag( f~ 1 . . . . .  1~1) 
with 1~ 1 = (1 - r)Iq + rlY. Note that the coefficient vector of ~ involves 
the parameters /3. In what follows we write the matrix F(/3) as F for 
simplicity. Here ® denotes Kronecker the product of matrices. 
In accordance with the models (1.3) and (1.5), we consider here the 
models 
(MY, MF$, , or 2Ufl M) (3.2) 
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and 
(Y, MF£, t r~)  (3.3) 
and observe the following: 
1)  -1  = Ip ® ~'~11 ,
where 
1 (  r l )r jq) --- - l q -  f l[1 1 r 1 + (q - 
- 1 - r (Iq - roJq) say, 
with r 0 = r/[1 + (q - 1)r], and Jq = (1)qx q. We assume estimability of 4, 
i.e., F'MF is assumed to be nonsingular for all choices of/3 in the parameter 
space. As ~( I~X)= ~(X) ,  the BLUEs of X/3 under (Y, X/3, tr2I) and 
(Y, X/3, ~2~)  coincide, and hence Theorem 2.4 yields that the BLUEs of 
under (3.1) and (3.3) coincide and their dispersions are also the same. Now, it 
is interesting to note that as  Ip ® lq ~ ~(X), the BLUE of ~ under (3.3) is 
again same as the BLUE of ~ under the model 
(Y, MF~, (r2I), (3.4) 
and the dispersion of ~ under the model (3.3) is 1 - r times its dispersion 
under the model (3.4). Thus, we can write 
~= ( F'MF)- '  F'MY, (3.5) 
and 
D(~)  = (1 - r )&2[ (F 'MF) ]  -1  (3.6) 
Now we wish to obtain explicitly the expression for the test statistics for 
H 0 : ~ = 0 under (3.1). The usual F-statistic for H 0 is given by 
1 Y'MF(F'MF)-I[  D( ~)/ t rz ] - l (F 'MF)  -1F'MY 
w 
2 p(F'MF) 
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which, using (3.5) and (3.6), simplifies to 
1 Y 'MF(F 'MF)  1F'MY 
8 2 (1 - r )p (F 'MF)  ' 
where 8 2 is the conventional unbiased estimator of 0 .2 under (3.1). Using 
Theorem 2.3(c), we get ~ 2 as 
Y 'M(  I - PMF)[( I -- PuF)M( I - PtaR)] - ( I  - PuF)MY 
(1 - r ) [n  - p( X)  - p( F'MF)] (3.7) 
We note that 
MPMF = PMF 
and hence 
M( I - PuF) = M - PMt~ 
= ( I  - PMe)M 
= M( I  - PMF)M. 
Thus the numerator of (3.7) simplifies to 
Y 'M(  I - PuF)[ M( I - PuF) ] -  (1 - PMF)MY 
1 - - r  
[as M( I - PMF) is symmetric] 
Y'M(  I - eM )Y 
1 - - r  
Y'M( I - eMF) MY 
1 - - r  
which implies that the test statistic for H 0 : ~: = 0 remains the same as what 
we obtain under the model (Y, X/3 + F(/3)~, 0.2I). 
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